
THE FREEDOM FOR THE SLAVES AND THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR IN

THE 19TH CENTURY

For many, the Civil War was about only one issue: slavery. General John C. Fremont in August declared that the slaves
owned by Mercy Street is set in the spring of and depicts African Americans at a critical time when Va. owners are at the
cusp of freedom, as they live behind Union lines; if they ask, they.

His effort fails and he is executed. The Civil War began as a conventional contest of army versus army but by
the end had become a war of society against society, with slavery, the foundation of the southern social order,
becoming a target. Pope Gregory XVI condemned slavery and the slave trade. Whether the war retarded or
encouraged economic growth in the short run remains a point of debate among historians. The Declaration of
Independence not only declared the colonies free of Britain, but it also helped to inspire Vermont to abolish
slavery in its state constitution. It was the Proclamation, moreover, more than any other single wartime event,
that transformed a war of armies into a conflict of societies. In response, the Republican majority in Congress
in enacted its own plan of Reconstruction. Advocacy and for rights continues through the Equal Rights
Leagues. How did they frame their appeals in moral, social, political, and economic terms? Pennsylvania, the
home of the oldest and largest northern free black community at the time of the Civil War and a major center
for the abolition movement, grants the franchise to black men after thirty-two years of disfranchisement.
Between , and , black enlisted men and white officers serve under the Bureau of Colored Troops. Many of
these aspects could all be found within The Long Song as well. This act cleared up the issue of contraband
slaves. The women met in each other's homes. Andrew Johnson becomes President and begins to implement
his own Reconstruction Plan that does not require the franchise for black men in the former Confederate
states. Six years later, Delany signs a treaty with Nigeria to allow black American settlement and the
development of cotton production using free West African workers. She calls upon black women to take up
what would become pioneering work as teachers, school founders, and education innovators. Grant, embarked
with his wife on a two-year tour of the world. The expanded on previous acts and prohibited discrimination
concerning the sale, rental, and financing of housing based on race, religion, national origin, sex, and as
amended handicap and family status. For instance, while the system of slavery is still in place in the first
episode, July and her fellow house slaves are depicted in tight kinship network families â€” something slave
historians have argued were in place on American plantations. The collection allows students to trace the
evolution of abolitionist arguments as well as to examine conflicts among writers over what emancipation
would entail.


